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The Modular Open Source Identity Platform (MOSIP) was
conceived in 2018 as a response to the challenges around digital
ID systems across the world.
The organisation and its global team of experts and advisors envision a
world where governments use technology to enable all citizens – even the
most under-represented sections of their societies – to have easy access to
healthcare, financial inclusion, direct benefits transfer, ration, and a host of
other essential services, through the use of digital ID.

When we began our journey in 2018, MOSIP’s first priority was
to understand the complex environment in which the establishment of foundational ID systems functions, and the challenges
faced by adopting nations. We are primarily a technology organisation, but at the heart of MOSIP is a team that is committed to being a provider of transparent, secure, trustworthy, and
human-centric technology. We believe that one of the most
important roles we play will be in supporting governments with
accessible technology for ID, and connecting them to an extensive and nurtured commercial ecosystem, to academia, and to
civil society. In the extensive and nuanced dialogue surrounding
the establishment of digital infrastructure around the world,
MOSIP is committed to making digital ID as robust, adaptable,
trustworthy, and cost-effective as possible.

Prof. S. Rajagopalan
President, MOSIP
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INTRODUCTION
Across the developing world, the
arguments in favour of a national
identity system are broadly
the same:
z Without it, targeted welfare
programmes do not reach their
intended beneficiaries.
z The lack of an established identity
prevents the underprivileged from
accessing a host of critical services,
including access to healthcare
and finance.
z Governments remain concerned about
their ability to identify people uniquely
for the purpose of holding free and
fair elections.
The widespread benefits of a digital
identity system are becoming increasingly
apparent to governments. There is
realisation that extending full digital
identity coverage could unlock significant
economic value of up to 3-13% GDP growth,
and help reduce the persistent exclusion of
some of the most overlooked sections
of society.
As the world witnesses rapid movement
towards digital transformation, it is
important to acknowledge the wide range
of challenges presented to an organisation
such as ours.
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CHALLENGES
It is no secret that establishing a foundational ID system for a country is a
complex and nuanced task. There are very real concerns around security,
privacy, scalability, and adaptability of these systems. In addition, there are
challenges around technology, timelines, and ground realities. It is important
that lessons from pilots and implementations are gathered and incorporated
into future versions.
It was important for us at MOSIP to understand the challenges that present
themselves in countries building a digital ID infrastructure. Through extensive
research across technology, academia, and policy, three crucial challenges
presented themselves:

Lack of Interaction & Participation
Low coverage and usage of the current systems across the world is often
significantly influenced by a lack of trust in an ID system. The biggest concerns
are those on security and privacy of biometric and personal information, and a
distrust of technology replacing traditional, familiar, and habitual processes.
Incorporation of privacy principles, a robust feedback mechanism, and ways
to ensure that systems are transparent, private and secure by design, and, by
extension, trustworthy, will be crucial in developing trust from governments
and civil society. Until this issue is addressed through both technology and
policy, ensuring high coverage and usage will continue to be a hurdle in
meaningful implementation.
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Vendor Lock-In & Lack of
Interoperability
Most options available to national
governments are proprietary, and
use non-standard protocols and
components, making integration
with other services and systems
difficult. When platform architecture
is built with a proprietary product,
there is significant likelihood of
technology lock-in or dependency.
Vendor lock-in often leaves countries
reliant on proprietary technology.
This is not only expensive in terms
of funding, but also in terms of the
time required for adoption and
implementation.
The biggest problem with getting
attached to proprietary products is
that it forces an ID system to make
choices on plug-ins early on in
the process. This makes it next-toimpossible to make changes further
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along in a journey, which may be
crucial to changing environments,
needs, and challenges.

High Investment of
Time & Funds
Implementing digital identity
solutions can pose significant
costs for governments, estimates
indicating an investment of up to
USD 240 million for a country with
a population of 30 million. Factors
contributing to high costs include
the lack of technical capacity
in government in designing
and procuring IT systems, and
bureaucratic procedures unsuited
to software development. Countries
often find themselves reinventing
the wheel to create core technology
functions that have, in fact, already
been successfully developed by top
experts in other contexts.

BUILD
WITH MOSIP
The complex task of enabling functional and foundational ID systems is
taken head on with the goal of establishing unique ID as a common rail
of governance. With MOSIP, these systems allow countries to establish
identity and authenticate it through multiple modes, along with multiple
ways to protect privacy of data and security of the system.
At MOSIP, we are committed to finding the most trustworthy, efficient,
and adaptable solutions for countries working with us and supporting
them through the adoption and implementation journey.

In this Section:
z
z
z
z
z

The MOSIP Universe
MOSIP’s Open-Standard and Open Source Solution
Building with MOSIP Modules
LTS 1.2 – Asymmetric Amoeba
Country Adoptions
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THE MOSIP UNIVERSE
Technology & Engineering
The MOSIP Engineering Team constantly works to cater to ever-changing
needs and lessons from the field, making continuous human-centric
improvements to the platform. The Technology and Engineering Team advises
adopting countries on Request for Proposals (RFPs), technologies, pilots,
processes, adoption, implementation, and ecosystem building, in the process
enhancing the platform through a strong feedback mechanism with adopters.
Country Relationships
MOSIP and its Country Dissemination Team ensures regular progress in
countries with existing rollouts and pilots, while simultaneously developing
new relationships with potential adopters across
the globe.
Partner Ecosystems
MOSIP is committed to building a community of ecosystem partners –
biometric device providers, system integrators, mobile ID creators, and more –
compliant with the platform, making the adoption of the platform smoother,
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MOSIP Experience Centre
Physical MOSIP Experience Centres in different geographies across the
world will enable stakeholders to experience the usage of the platform, and
experiment and build with MOSIP-based digital ID systems.
Academic Collaborations
With 5 leading academic partners, at present, across the world, MOSIP is
committed to anchoring a network of experts contributing to the continuous
evaluation of security and privacy practices, to research on cutting-edge
technology, and to the development of use cases. Contributions from
academia will help ensure that the platform is constantly improved on and
prepared for changing needs.
Funding & Support
Born at the International Institute of Information Technology, MOSIP continues
to find immense support, direction, and encouragement from some of the
most respected organisations in the world. MOSIP is currently supported by
the Bill & Melinda Gates’ Foundation, Tata Trust, Omidyar Network, NORAD,
and Pratiksha Trust. The organisation also has a global and diverse set of
experts on an Executive Committee and a Technical Committee, analysing and
advising us constantly on best practices.
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MOSIP’S OPEN-STANDARDS &
OPEN-SOURCE SOLUTION
MOSIP, an Open-Standards-based, open-source platform, brings
with it a host of benefits and advantages as it is developed to
foundational digital ID systems:
z Open Standards and opensource-based digital ID systems
are technology and vendor
neutral, enabling governments
to own and operate an identity
system with flexibility.
z Openness and transparency
helps build greater trust in digital
ID systems.
z Constant evolution of features,
robustness, and security are
possible thanks to the opensource nature of the platform.
z Open-Standards-based design
and Open APIs enable integration
and inter-operability.
z Micro-service-based architecture
allows for a selective

replacement of modules without
compromising the functionality
of the system.
z MOSIP software is replicable and
scalable. It eliminates the need to
build entirely new systems every
time there is a new requirement.
z While the software is open,
its extensive design around
cryptography protects data and
keys, ensuring that ownership of
data and code lies with adopters.
z MOSIP uses a Mozilla Public
License, Version 2.0, allowing
adopters to add new code files to
the platform, without the need to
release each addition separately
in open source.

The MOSIP Solution
A meaningful digital ID system in a country must coexist with its existing
digital infrastructure. Building with MOSIP allows the fostering of an
interoperable environment through open standards, an ecosystem-building
approach, and an open-source stance.
Committed to the principles of the Free Software Movement, MOSIP has
successfully open sourced the platform on GitHub under MPL V2.0
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MOSIP uses open standards for:
z All communication protocols
z (OpenAPI with REST, JMS, Camel)
z Data representation formats (XML,
JSON, CBEFF, VC)
z Data formats (JPEG 2000, UTF8, UTC)
z Cryptography (RSA, AES, JWS, ED25519,
Secp256k1)
z Application services (RDBMS, OpenID)

To develop core OSS technology, the team at MOSIP
made several key design decisions
Modular Architecture
An architecture where each functionality may be built with independent
microservices provides choice and convenience to end users to utilise and
configure and the modules they need, based on their specific requirements.
This means that workflows and processes built on MOSIP will be unique for
each project, rather than a stand-alone solution offered to every adopter.

Documented Open APIs
A service-oriented architecture approach with open, published, and
documented Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) with relevant access
controls can ensure the security of the system and data.

Scalability
Built with a scale-out architecture which helps distribute load across the
platform, MOSIP can meet the needs of both small and large country
populations, keeping the possibility of real-time ID issuance open.

Security
MOSIP systems address security concerns through anonymisation and robust
encryption. The platform boosts its security infrastructure through an OpenIDbased internal access control, real-time logging, auditability, traceability, and
non-repudiation for critical operations. In addition, the MOSIP team monitors
systems for critical and important security issues and fixes them on
high priority.
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Privacy
Digital ID and service provider systems store and manage Personally
Identifiable Information (PII). A zero-knowledge-based privacy preservation
mechanism has been designed, through which internal administrators can
maintain data in the encrypted form, with access controls and monitoring to
prevent and detect breaches.

Flexibility, Configurability & Extendibility
The dominantly used options in each module of MOSIP are built as configurable

options in the software solution. Each country will be able to configure or
plug-in new components to meet specific requirements. A country may use
the services of a System Integrator to build extensions to plug into the main
system. Building on MOSIP is flexible, allowing a mix-and-match of features.

MOSIP systems are fundamentally based on human behaviour and
usage of an identity system. Security and privacy are key humancentric design elements in the platform. We have built the system
in a unique way, developed keeping security, cryptography, and
the usage of cryptography within our systems, in mind. It was also
important that we ensured that the platform enabled inclusion on
the field, which led to the addition of multi-language capabilities to
the platform, among other features. That technology should change
a human being’s life is what we aim for at MOSIP, and I am hopeful
that we get closer to achieving that every day.

Sasikumar Ganesan
Head of Engineering
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Other Related MOSIP Initiatives
Open Standard & Interfaces
MOSIP is actively working with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), governments, and a commercial ecosystem to arrive at
common Open Standards, to improve efficacy and reduce lock-ins with
technology and vendors.

Global Device Certification
Towards ensuring vendor and technology neutrality, MOSIP is well underway
with establishing a community of compliant commercial partners, offering
adopting countries a host of ready-to-use biometric devices, biometric
solutions, system integrators, and more.
For more on the Commercial Ecosystem and the MOSIP Marketplace, see
Page 29.

Best Practices
MOSIP’s code and process are regularly assessed by an internal team, thirdparty organisations, and universities across the world. MOSIP adopts the latest
of best practices and has audit checklists and tools, along with certification
programmes. Diverse global Executive and Technical Committees advise the
MOSIP team on well thought out practices across technology, policy,
and operations.
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BUILDING WITH
MOSIP MODULES
Modularity & Configurability
MOSIP has independent and
interchangeable modules with API-based
implementation. This means that a MOSIP
adopter may choose all of the available
modules, or customise their ID system by
selecting modules at a component or
feature level.
With modularity, a country may:
z Choose to host the platform on premises or on the cloud
z Use a single module, for example: digital authentication along with existing
ID databases
z Select the form of credentials used in a system (purely digital, printed cards,
chip-based smart-cards etc.)
z Turn off the use of biometrics
z Select modes of authentication (passwords, biometrics, mobile-OTP,
z offline etc.)
z Use privacy features out of the box (VID, tokenisation,
z biometric locking)
z Build connectors to existing ID or civil registry databases for deduplication,
data enrichment etc.

With the understanding that every country’s needs and existing
systems will vary, MOSIP identified and developed what it
believes are the core modules needed for an identity system.
These loosely coupled modules together enable:
-De-duplication of information using an Automated Biometric Identification
System (ABIS), which is an external biometric deduplication engine.
- The collection of demographic and biometric information from an individual.
- Issuance of a unique ID and authentication on the basis of that ID.
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All MOSIP modules are designed with a high focus on security
and data protection, with adequate control over data with
the end-user.
MOSIP Modules:
1. Pre-registration
This optional web channel of MOSIP enables a user to book a registration
appointment online and capture preliminary information ahead of the inperson registration at a physical registration centre. This module helps
in crowd management, availability of slots at centres and their bookings,
saving valuable time and avoiding mistakes during registrations. The module
supports both assisted and self-service modes of registration.

2. Registration Client
The Registration Client application facilitates the capture of an individual’s
data, which may include demographic and biometric details. The data
capture and transmission happens in a manner that is secure by design.
The Registration Client is highly customisable and configurable, to suit the
adopters data-capture requirements. This client has the ability to function
offline and supports tablet-based, in-home registration.
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3.Registration Processor
A Registration Processor processes data – both demographic and biometric
– of an individual, and checks it for quality and uniqueness. It also crossreferences data points against a database to check for duplication, and then
issues a Unique Identification Number (UIN) for each individual. This module
can integrate with existing country databases to enrich the information
provided, while integrating with a chosen ABIS for biometric de-duplication.

4. Authentication
MOSIP’s authentication module provides services through APIs that validates
the authenticity of an individual. By integrating with Trusted Service Providers
for delivering Know Your Customer e-services to residents via agencies, users
are able to use their unique IDs to gain access to services enabled by their
government through the implemented digital ID system.

5. Resident Services
This set of services offers end-users the control to manage their identity and
monitor its usage. These services provide:
z Access to usage logs.
z Simplicity in updating ID information
z Ability to lock and unlock usage for authentication
z Generation of virtual IDs
A fully capable, scalable, and customisable customer-facing portal is in the
works which will, in the future, subsume the pre-registration portal.

6. Admin Panel
An admin panel allows the management of resources, assets, and master data
used in the system. This is a system with access restricted only to internal users,
offering support features for customer care operations.
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SCALABILITY & MANAGEABILITY
z Digital ID systems built on MOSIP are horizontally scalable, such that every
component can individually scale to meet varying load requirements.
z MOSIP is also designed keeping easy auditing, monitoring, testing, and
upgrades in mind. The reference architecture supports zoning for security,
as well as high availability in a private data centre.
z MOSIP is tested to scale for a population of up to 200 million residents,
covering most of our current implementation demands.
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LTS 1.2 – ASYMMETRIC AMOEBA
z In February 2022, MOSIP announced the release of 1.2 Long-Term Support.
z The culmination of many stages and iterations, and the efforts of a
global team, this release is the result of 2 years of development, based on
learnings from pilots and implementations, on the ground, across the
world. This version is yet another step towards strengthening our robust,
secure, scalable, inclusive, modular, open-source platform for digital
identity.
z 1.2 LTS focuses on easy manageability, usability, enhanced performance,
robustness, security, inclusivity, verifiable credentials, offline authentication
with zero-knowledge architecture, and comprehensive documentation,
amongst other exciting enhancements.

We have been getting tremendous feedback from the field over the
last couple of years. Since the release of MOSIP 1.0, we have been
working towards making sure that all our core principles – modularity,
privacy, security, scalability, interoperability, no lock-in – are all
achieved at optimum levels with every subsequent release. While it
still continues to be a journey, we have, I believe, addressed a lot of
challenges. The manageability of the software itself was an area of
attention with this release. The platform is now much easier to deploy,
operate, and maintain. And with the addition of multi-language
capabilities, we have taken an important step towards being a truly
inclusive platform.

Ramesh Narayanan
Chief Technical Officer
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COUNTRY ADOPTION
MOSIP is currently in various stages of adoption in 9 countries – the
Philippines, Morocco, Sri Lanka, Ethiopia, Togo, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Burkina
Faso, and Madagascar.

In a short 4 years, 9 countries have already entered into partnerships
with MOSIP to implement their digital ID systems. Each of
these nations are currently at different phases in the journey of
implementation of a foundational ID system based on MOSIP.
We are encouraged by the progress being made not only with
these adoption nations, but with the increasing number of open
conversations we are engaged in with multiple other countries
around the world.

Nagarajan Santhanam
Chief Dissemination Officer

In general, the approach is that governments independently
select the services of a System Integrator, biometric devices,
and ABIS vendors, who then perform customisation, integration,
and deployment of MOSIP for their respective national ID
systems. The MOSIP team supports the governments and their
nominated commercial partners through:
z
z
z
z

Transfer of code and documentation
Transfer of knowledge to the Government and its System Integrator
Support in the adoption, deployment, and maintenance of the platform
Support in Government capacity-building
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With a growing commercial ecosystem through the MOSIP Partner
Programme and the MOSIP Marketplace, the hope is that this process will
reduce the time and effort required to deploy digital ID solutions, as the
ecosystem of already-compliant partners grows to cover all geographies across
the globe.

With the help of a dedicated technical team, we are able to engage
with countries very quickly, helping them deploy and run pilot
operations, offering them an unparalleled learning experience of
various facets of the ID life cycle. This has resulted in a rewarding
outcome of countries’ improved ability to work towards creating their
National ID systems.

Krishnan Rajagopalan
Head of Country Implementations
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The MOSIP platform is currently being piloted, adopted, and
implemented at different stages in 9 countries worldwide:

Togo

Sri Lanka
Madagascar

Guinea

Ethiopia

Morocco

Philippines

Sierra Leone
Burkina Faso

Overall, 72+ million residents have been registered on foundational digital ID
systems based on MOSIP. In 4 short years, the platform has been assessed,
piloted, and successfully rolled out in several countries.
A notable point of success was the ability of the PhilSys system in the
Philippines, built on MOSIP, to enable 3.45 million residents to become firsttime bank account users by leveraging their digital ID.

It is heartening that a number of Low and Middle Income Countries
now appear to be encouraged by the recent successes of MOSIPadopting countries. Active conversations are underway with MOSIP
and supporting organisations, and many more countries are in
varying stages of consideration for the adoption of the platform for
their respective digital ID infrastructures.

Shrikant Karwa
Head - LATAM & Carribean Dissemination
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GROW
WITH MOSIP
In an environment of global digital transformation, where such a large
number of stakeholders must work together to make the shift inclusive,
sensitive, secure, and trusted, there is a need for all stakeholders to work
together to support a sustainable approach, driven by global
best practices, that may be adopted by countries on their digital
transformation journeys.
Through the various initiatives described in this section, MOSIP is
putting significant time, effort, and resources into establishing a
digital environment that agrees on standards and interoperability.
Over time, we are hopeful that these initiatives will help the process of
digital transformation in a country – one that is trusted by its citizens
and adopted by a government in a manner that is both time and cost
efficient.

In This Section:
z Commercial Ecosystem
z MOSIP Marketplace
z MOSIP Experience Centre
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COMMERCIAL ECOSYSTEM
The MOSIP Partner programmes were initiated for partners to join an
ecosystem invested in building foundational digital ID systems that are
trustworthy, secure, efficient, and interoperable.

Over the last 2 years or so, we at MOSIP have been working
towards bringing commercial partners on board through
active outreach programs and self-compliance exercises to
ensure that their devices and solutions are ready to plug
into any MOSIP-based digital ID system. We also have
partner programmes for System Integrators, preparing
them to efficiently lead MOSIP based country roll outs.
In this short span of time, we have already welcomed
over 65 commercial partners and look forward to that
number increasing exponentially each year. This initiative
has not only sown the seeds of a cohesive environment of
stakeholders, but brings us closer to our long-term goal
of complete vendor-neutrality for our adopting countries.

Sanjith Sundaram
Head-biometric Ecosystem

A detailed Partner Programme Guide invites potential System Integrators
to register themselves and undergo exclusive training programmes on
various aspects of the platform, including deployment, customisation
and maintenance. The objective of this guide and the associated training
programmes is to nurture an ecosystem of efficient System Integrators,
competent in implementing a MOSIP-based digital ID system.
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The self-compliance curriculum for commercial solutions helps to attest
the API level compliance of the product and their seamless integration with
the MOSIP platform. The programme involves the usage of online test kits,
sharing of sample codes, and remote sessions to help achieve compliance in a
structured way.
The self-compliance curriculum for commercial solutions helps to attest
the API level compliance of the product and their seamless integration with
the MOSIP platform. The programme involves the usage of online test kits,
sharing of sample codes, and remote sessions to help achieve compliance in a
structured way. In order to provide an independent certification or assurance
mechanism for the biometric devices that MOSIP users are deploying,
MOSIP has initiated the drafting of a modular, globally adoptable,
certification framework.
z
The objective of this effort is to:
z Arrive at a framework that provides standardised assessment criteria
and Standard Operating Procedures to test devices/solutions against this
criteria
z Enable the establishment of standardised MOSIP biometric device
certification programmes, capable of providing independent certifications
to MOSIP users
z The draft versions of the framework will be soon made available to the
community for initial feedback.
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All MOSIP Partners will be able to avail wide-ranging benefits, including:
z Listing on the MOSIP website and the MOSIP Marketplace
z Global visibility through information-sharing with governments and other
user organisations
z Opportunity to collaborate on the creation of open standards
z Members-only, exclusive training by MOSIP’s Subject Matter Experts
z Access to exclusive training sessions
z Opportunities to build versions for evaluation for potential platform
integration
z Access to MOSIP architects, based on need
z Invitations to present at conferences
z Opportunities to work with adopters in early-stage PoCs and lab tests
z To qualify for potential opportunities that may require such compliance
z ...and more.
To start a conversation on how to become a MOSIP Partner or MOSIP
Compliant, please write to us at info@mosip.io or visit our website.
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MOSIP MARKETPLACE
The MOSIP Marketplace was envisioned to be an online space for country
adopters to discover those partners that are compliant with MOSIP. It is
envisioned to be a space that will display devices and solutions that are
under different stages of Compliance for easy access and assessment.
Adopters visiting the site may identify the range of products and
manufacturers available to them that are ready-to-use with MOSIP, allowing
for informed decisions to be made on vendors for their digital ID systems.
The market place also lists details of the system integrators that successfully
finished the partner program. Marketplace will help reduce the gap between
adopters and technology providers.
The microsite, currently available in its Phase 1 of development, will be
regularly updated to list all commercial partners filtered by the kind of device,
manufacturer, and compliance status.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES FOR PHASE 1
Biometric Devices
Biometric Solutions
Print & Mobile ID
System Integrators
Use Cases
THE ROAD AHEAD
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As the MOSIP
Marketplace grows to
include more and more
lobal partners, we are
hopeful that a large number
of commercial vendors will be
encouraged

to join a growing digital ecosystem that is in agreement on standards and
technical specifications. This initiative is a critical step towards our goals of
increasing the time and cost-efficiency of MOSIP adoptions, saving valuable
time that would have otherwise been needed to identify and configure
commercial partners for a digital ID system.

MOSIP EXPERIENCE CENTRE
The successful launch of the first MOSIP Experience Centre took place on
December 13, 2021 at the International Institute of Information Technology
Bangalore.
As implementations of digital ID systems accelerate across the globe, the team
at MOSIP began brainstorming the best way to efficiently and transparently
introduce the adoption of the platform to governments, policy makers,
potential partners, and civil society.

We were pleased and excited to present the first MOSIP
Experience Centre to the world. The MEC will provide the
opportunity for effective demonstrations, collaborations,
and co-creations on the MOSIP platform for digital identity
and its applications. This space will allow adopters to
engage with multiple solutions and systematically plan their
digital transformation programmes, having gained a better
understanding of the potential of systems based on MOSIP.
With the first successful launch being followed by visits from
dignitaries from around the world, we envision having an
Experience Centre in each broad geography of the world in the
years to come.

Arun Gurumrthy
Head – Strategy and Resourcing
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For Countries
The MEC will serve as a walk-in Proof of Concept; an end-to-end experience of the
MOSIP platform. It will provide potential adopters and users the opportunity to test
technologies, devices, and solutions - greatly reducing the time and risk of actual
implementation. It will also be a space where learning from adopter testimonials, and
real-time discussions with global experts will become a reality. The MEC will also allow
the demonstration of reference integrations with potential use cases of digital ID - such
as civil registration systems, e-sign, electronics health records management, etc.

For Academia
The MEC will provide a learning environment for discourse on Digital Public
Goods, allow for evaluation of new technologies and use cases, and be a
research and testing facility for open-source code contributors.

For the Partner Ecosystem
The MEC will be an avenue for partners to showcase their technologies and
solutions, working in tandem with the platform, and demonstrate their
potential offerings to adopters. The MEC will help accelerate adoption across
regions and facilitate the integration of biometric and solution partners into
our growing environment. After the successful launch of the MEC at IIITBangalore, MOSIP is set to explore establishing more such centres in different
regions around the globe for the benefit of countries where MOSIP is in high
demand.
Long-term, the goal is not only to encourage more partners to join MOSIP’s
digital environment, but to aid potential adopters in making informed
decisions while developing their foundational ID systems.
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COLLABORATE
WITH MOSIP
MOSIP is actively working to establish a community of stakeholders
committed to the common vision of inclusive, secure, and meaningful
digital transformation for the developing world.

In This Section:
z MOSIP Academy
z MOSIP Community

The MOSIP Academy was set up to take
responsibility for:
z Knowledge transfer
z Capacity Building
z Research
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The goal of the MOSIP Academy is to facilitate knowledge transfer
in various spheres. In an environment this complex, deep-dives into
understanding the technical aspects of the working of our platform
is often needed. With MOSIP Academy, we develop teachable
modules, facilitate training sessions, and nurture mutuallybeneficial relationships with Universities around the world.

Sanathkumar Varambally
Head – MOSIP Academy

Knowledge Transfer
As a core objective of the MOSIP Academy, knowledge transfer and effective
technical capacity-building is primarily conducted through self-learning
modules, classroom modules, or a combination of the two when needed.
With the MOSIP Partner Programme, for example, an understanding of the
platform, its usage, and its features is essential for every System Integrator
partner. MOSIP completes a training programme for a potential commercial
partner before qualifying them as a MOSIP Partner. These trainings, owned
and run by MOSIP Academy, typically take place over anywhere between
10-12 weeks, through a mixed-module course, including both self-training
and supported classroom discussions.The MOSIP Academy engages in
constant knowledge creation by systematically recording and
documenting all training sessions. As the need for different types of
training grows, structured scripting and documentation in the form of
tutorials, blogs, and videos are planned. There is also work underway to
develop a set of Certification Courses, to certify people and organisations
on their competence with the platform.

Capacity Building
In order to build awareness on MOSIP and encourage research on
various aspects of our developing technology, MOSIP Academy nurtures
relationships with universities, their faculty and students, and other opensource bodies.
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Through these initiatives, MOSIP offers internships, courses, projects, and
research opportunities to faculty and staff of collaborating universities. One
such course has been completed with the University of the Philippines directly
with MOSIP Academy and is now being taken
forward independently by the University.
MOSIP Academy primarily acts as a connector between
the Engineering Team
and collaborating academic institutions. MOSIP is currently engaged on a
variety of projects and research proposals with 5 leading academic institutions:

International Institute of Information Technology
IIIT-Bangalore has been home to MOSIP since its inception in 2018. On an
ongoing basis, the students have contributed to solving engineering
problems in MOSIP for real-world applications. Some major ongoing
contributions include:

z
Project 1: Reporting framework for real-time
streaming of data and visualisation.

Project 2: Registration officers/
operators use the registration
client application to enrol
residents into the ID system.
This is a thick client which
workson machines with
Windows OS.
Students have also
contributed to the
development of an Android
equivalent of the Registration
Client, which can be installed
on Android tablets.
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CyLab-Africa, Carnegie Mellon University
CyLab-Africa, under the Upanzi Network Initiative, has contributed to MOSIP
by working on 3 sub-projects to demonstrate deployability, security, and
interoperability with applications that may want to use it as a single source of
identity.

Alan Turing Institute
The Alan Turing Institute continues to contribute to MOSIP through research
projects. One such endeavour is a project on anomaly detection, aiming to
explore how fraud can be detected in MOSIP systems. The Alan Turing Institute
is also working on innovative inclusion measures related to better use of
feature phones for identity verification.

University of Philippines
Having completed an elective course on digital ID systems with MOSIP
Academy, the University of the Philippines is now engaging with MOSIP
by offering internships and research opportunities to students, conducting
courses independently, and exploring the possibility of building a MOSIP
Experience Centre on the campus.

Oregon State University
Research grants and exploratory projects are underway with Oregon State
University. An especially encouraging and important project is one that will
examine gender inclusion in Digital Public Goods, using MOSIP as a
case study.
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MOSIP COMMUNITY
As the developers of an open source platform,
the team at MOSIP quickly recognised the
value and benefits of leveraging expertise from
a large community of academics, technology
experts, and stakeholders from different
backgrounds and abilities. It was important to
the organisation to ensure that contributions
from external sources were enabled. The
MOSIP Community forum now acts as a
common space for interactions between us
and all our stakeholders on knowledge-sharing,
discussions, and updates.
MOSIP has already benefited from a steady
stream of contributions on design, code, and
documentation. This includes contributions
from the commercial ecosystem, academia, and
adopting countries.
The Community Page on the MOSIP website
links all readers to a space exclusively
earmarked for discussions around the Partner
Ecosystem, the platform and it’s features,
release information, support, MOSIP Academy,
Committees and Working Groups, and
miscellaneous discussions.
The space is open for academics, technology
developers, interested members of civil society,
policy makers, and anyone with questions on
our work and policies to post their queries and
comments, becoming a part of the complex
discussions around digital transformation and
the technologies used at MOSIP.
Visit www.community.mosip.io to join a
discussion relevant to you.
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